
 

 

 

 

 

 

1-Read the following passage and answer the questions below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1-The Best title for this passage could be: - 

c-Salem and The Elephant b-The lion and The Zebra a-Trip in Africa 

2- Salem is in ………….. 

c- Brazil b- America  a- South Africa 

3-Salem sets off in his jeep with his ………….. 

c- parents. b- friends  a- cousins  

4- The weather is very ……………… 

c-cold b- hot a- wet 

5- The underlined word “they” refers to 

c- father and Ali b- mother elephant and her child a- Khalid and Ahmad 

Student's Name :                                                                                                    class: 

English Language       

Intermediate Grade     rd3                  

 period Exam 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

Ministry of Education 

………..Education Directorate 

………………… Intermediate School 

Reading comprehension ✦    

Grammar  ✦ 

……\ 5 marks 

……\ 4 marks 

Salem is in South Africa. He wants to see wild animals. He sets off in his jeep with his parents. 

The weather is very hot and the sun is blazing. Animals like giraffes, tigers, and rhinos are walking 

around. Salem drives his jeep slowly to where a mother elephant is standing with her child. Salem 

catches his breath as they suddenly start running towards him. Just before reaching the jeep, they 

are just playing around.” whispers Salem. After a while, he  Theyand go away. “ amazingly stop

sees a lion eating a zebra. Feeling sorry for the zebra, Salem closes his eyes and drives away 

A-Choose the correct answer: 

 

1- English is a language ( who – which – where ) is easy to learn.  

 just ) ? –already  –Have you done your H.W ( yet  -2 

3- He can’t stand ( wait – waits - waiting ) in line. 

4-Dad was drinking coffee ( when – while – that) he was reading.  

5-There are (so many – so much – such) cars that we couldn’t park. 

6-A talkative person is someone(  who- which – where) speaks a lot. 

7-I would like to ( books – booking – book ) a room. 

8- May I ( spoken – spoke – speak)  to the manager? 

 

 

 

 



B-Do as shown between brackets. 

1-(correct) 

the clothes?...............  washHave you already  -a 

football…………... play  Ahmad enjoys -b 

( reorder)-2 

a- I \ can \ use\ computer\ your \ ?                                      

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 b- cleaning / the house / can’t stand / she 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- ( answer ) 

a- Has Faris fixed the door yet?         

 -Yes, ……………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

……\ 5 marks 

……\ 2 marks 

……\ 4 marks 

Vocabulary   ✦   

 ✦  Orthography 

Choose the corre 

 

Choose the missing letter.-A 

g )  -n  -A fu….ny person is someone who makes you lough. ( d  -1 

r ) –q  –The people who live in the city are always in a hu…ry.( e -2 

3- Blindness and paralysis are examples of disa..ilities ( b – h – k )  

4-Please stop using my hair d…yer. ( w – r – q )  

 
 

 The end of the questions 
 Good luck    

Your teacher ………………………  

Choose the correct answer.-A 

optimistic) –hardworking   -( celebrity :  A person who is famous -1 

2- It is very annoying when someone ( stand – change – share) TV channel without asking. 

Match: -B 

Lack of jobs  poverty 1 

phone  give back 2 

return  call up 3 

Being poor  unemployment 4 

C- Choose the correct word for each picture 

 

 

…………………

… 
…………………

… 

…………………

… 
…………………

… 

mirror  -       pedal cab         -      toothpaste       -   thief  



 

 

 

 

 

 

1-Read the following passage and answer the questions below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1-The Best title for this passage could be:  

c-Salem and The Elephant b-The lion and The Zebra Trip in Africa-a 

2- Salem is in ………….. 

c- Brazil b- America  South Africa -a 

3-Salem sets off in his jeep with his ………….. 

parents. -c b- friends  a- cousins  

4- The weather is very ……………… 

c-cold hot -b a- wet 

5- The underlined word “they” refers to 

c- father and Ali mother elephant and her child -b a- Khalid and Ahmad 

English Language       

Intermediate Grade     rd3                  

 period Exam 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

Ministry of Education 

………..Education Directorate 

………………… Intermediate School 

Reading comprehension ✦    

Grammar  ✦ 

……\ 5 marks 

……\ 4 marks 

Salem is in South Africa. He wants to see wild animals. He sets off in his jeep with his parents. 

The weather is very hot and the sun is blazing. Animals like giraffes, tigers, and rhinos are walking 

around. Salem drives his jeep slowly to where a mother elephant is standing with her child. Salem 

catches his breath as they suddenly start running towards him. Just before reaching the jeep, they 

are just playing around.” whispers Salem. After a while, he  Theyand go away. “ amazingly stop

sees a lion eating a zebra. Feeling sorry for the zebra, Salem closes his eyes and drives away 

A-Choose the correct answer: 

 

where ) is easy to learn.  –which  –English is a language ( who  -1 

 just ) ? –already  – ( yetHave you done your H.W  -2 

in line. waiting ) -waits  –He can’t stand ( wait  -3 

that) he was reading.  – while –Dad was drinking coffee ( when -4 

such) cars that we couldn’t park. –so much  – (so manyThere are -5 

where) speaks a lot. –which  -whoA talkative person is someone(  -6 

a room. book ) –booking  –I would like to ( books -7 

to the manager?  speak) –spoke  –May I ( spoken  -8 
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B-Do as shown between brackets. 

1-(correct) 

washed the clothes? washHave you already  -a 

playing. football play  Ahmad enjoys -b 

( reorder)-2 

a- I \ can \ use\ computer\ your \ ?                                      

Can I use your computer? 

 b- cleaning / the house / can’t stand / she  

she can't stand cleaning the house. 

3- ( answer ) 

.already fixed the doorhe  Yes,-       fixed the door yet?Has Faris  -a 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

……\ 5 marks 

……\ 2 marks 

……\ 4 marks 

Vocabulary   ✦   

 ✦  Orthography 

Choose the corre 

 

Choose the missing letter.-A 

g )  - n -A fu….ny person is someone who makes you lough. ( d  -1 

) r –q  –The people who live in the city are always in a hu…ry.( e -2 

 k ) –h  – bBlindness and paralysis are examples of disa..ilities (  -3 

 q ) –r  –( w  yer.…Please stop using my hair d-4 

 
 

 The end of the questions 
 Good luck    

Your teacher ………………………  

Choose the correct answer.-A 

optimistic) –hardworking   - celebrity( :  A person who is famous -1 

share) TV channel without asking. – change –It is very annoying when someone ( stand  -2 

Match: -B 

Lack of jobs 4 poverty 1 

phone 3 give back 2 

return 2 call up 3 

Being poor 1 unemployment 4 

C- Choose the correct word for each picture 

 

 

mirror thief pedal cab toothpaste 

mirror  -       pedal cab         -      toothpaste       -   thief  

mark for each ½ 

mark for each½ 

1 mark for each 

mark for each ½ 
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Super Goal 3 - Test unit 9 & 10
By Rashed Alsulami | Telegram: https://t.me/iRashed

5 Marks

2 MarksComprehension

Read the text and answer the questions. Write T or F at the end of each 
question/statement.

A strange thing happened yesterday. Bob Hampton was in his car workshop with his guard dog, Pal. 
Bob was working on a car when a fire started in the workshop. Bob and Pal ran outside to safety.

ran away. Bob thought that Pal was hiding from the fire. Bob kept spraying the fire with water. A little 
while later, Pal came back. Behind him was the city fire department.

The firefighters were working nearby when Pal ran up to them. The firefighters saw the smoke in the 
distance and followed Pal back to Bob.

Thanks to Pal, the firefighters put the fire out quickly. Pal is now a hero. Bob and his family are very 
happy to have Pal. They are going to give him a lot of extra treats!

1. Bob was driving his car when the fire started. ( F )

2. Pal brought help to Bob. ( T )

3. Bob put the fire out. ( F )

4. The firefighters were working nearby when Pal found them. ( T )

Grammar

Choose the best answer to fill in the blank in each question.
1. We were sitting in the café when a thief _____ my bag.

a. steal b. stole c. was stealing d. stolen
2. I _________ at the monument when someone called my name.

a. look  b. looked c. am looking d. was looking
3. I finished reading the book _____ I was riding the bus.

a. That b. where c. while d. Who
4. Have you ______ finished your homework.

a. already b. yet c. just d. already not
5. He has ________books that he can hardly carry them.

a. so much b. much c. so many d. that many

Name

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Ministry of Education

Education Directorate
Intermediate School



5 Marks

1.5 Marks

3 Marks

2 Marks

1.5 Marks

Write who or which to fill in the blank.
1. The clerk________Who__________was at the store was very nice. 
2. The computer ____Which________________ I bought does not work well.
3. The food ________Which____________ is in the refrigerator is old.

Complete the sentences with or must. 
1. _____must______be tired.
2. _____ __________ be serious.
3. __must______ be hungry.

Vocabulary 

Choose the best answer to fill in the blank in each question.
1. That diamond is not real. It is ____________________.

a. thief b. give direction c. fake d. steal
2. Some people are always time to talk and relax.

a. pretend b. in a hurry c. steal d. give direction
3. You use a toothbrush and _______________to brush your teeth.

a. toothpaste b. hair dryer c. shampoo d. scissors
4. You use ____________________ to wash your hair.

a. hairbrush b. scissors  c. shampoo d. toothpaste
5. You look at yourself in the ____________________ when you brush your hair. 

a. mirror b. shampoo c. toothpaste d. hair dryer

Write the correct word under the picture.

Orthography

Choose the correct letter. 
  ( c r k )

Have you taken the garbage o t yet?  ( e h u )

dishes thief police officer

..


